
TRANSCENDENT SIX SEASONS  

WITH TRANSIENT TIMES 

Unfolding 100 years: a brief story 
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Now a days scenic beauty is on the verge of extinction, thanks to the 

comfort and convenience friendly consumerism of the twenty first century, 

that high rise apartments had even stolen the sun rise and sun set from us, 

fragmented part of sky only suggest the apheliotropic tendency of our 

civilization. 

It is a simple story, encapsulating the endeavour and assiduity of artist 

(Sadhaka), the genuine artists whom the nature of India with its majestic six 

seasons deeply inspired in such a way that the passing moments got fixed in 

their consciousness for perpetuity. The transient seasons goes through the 

time and space creating illusion, beautifying the world of sensitive minds, 

driving them to capture the rapturous propensity of nature. 

It‟s more logical to start afresh from early twentieth century artist who 

brought the change to India; Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941). Though 

known for his different lyrical designs, Tagore actually painted some 

extraordinary landscapes. These landscapes are the compositions which can 

be easily described as a deliberate attempt to contribute to the very aspects 

of form as an element of compositional design as well as the lyrical value 

which gives a zest, a life giving thrust to his paintings. I think it is still to be 

evaluated that whether his paintings should only be judged under the 

umbrella of the Expressionist movement, or some influence of Negro art or 

other western influences. Till date no research has ever been partaken on the 

influences of oriental art in his paintings. There is much scope left for 

research, on this. 

Rabindranath‟s landscapes speaks a lot about his surroundings, the 

transparent glimmer penetrates through the dark, heavily loaded colour with 



opaque treatment, heighten its propensity. In many of his paintings, he 

creates a translucent glimmer which flung from the background core, 

creating a flavescent flicker, it can be marked as his own, but then this 

technique is obviously not western but oriental in its very nature. 

 

 

                  Rabindranath Tagore, Pastel on paper, 24 X 16.7 cm. 

Coming to the another poetic gem in painting, Abanindranath Tagore, 

a virtuoso, a scion, composed some truly extraordinary pictures of day to 

day natural subjects like Peacock, Morning, Leaving for Home in Puja 

Vacation, Advent of Rainy Season, Sparrow, Chickie, Goat and Monkey 

(Companion), and many more. With so little colour, he achieved beyond 

sheer naturalism, with his sagacious bent of mind, he created paintings 

imbued in “Bhava”.
1
 All his paintings have an emotive value, which is so 

Indian in its origin that all the disciples followed him blindly. 

There were many springs flowing, inter linked in some way or the 

other in early twentienth century; and over lapping one another, one is the 

nationalist movement, which was run under the supervision of 

Abanindranath, Nandalal Bose etc. It is also called as revivalist trend. The 

technique of wash was a synonym of National art movement. Another spring 

was deep rooted in European academic tradition, in the form of Government 

institutions; Government school of Art served as a key institution along with 

other colleges. Atul Bose reign supreme in the academic field; can be seen 



as the best representative, for he got the opportunity to study in the Royal 

Academy of Arts, London, later joined as teacher and principal of the 

government school of Art.
2 

The collapse of the spiritualist revival had left every one guessing as 

to what would be the next in Indian context. Every generation of artist have 

to face the crisis and dilemma of the time, have to acquire competence in 

order to be able to make the mark and that is not an easy task and it would 

be harder even when people were not conscious about their art, culture, and 

tradition and did not exposed to the happenings and trends of other.
3
 

The emergence of “Calcutta Group” in 1943 marked the culmination 

point of Bengal Renaissance, as it was antithetic to the pre-dominant cultural 

movement of Nationalist approach in art.
4
 

 

Ash was by birth belonged to a betel growing family. He dedicated 

two more years, after completing his training in Government School of Art 

Calcutta, to acquire furthermore knowledge under the guidance of legendary 

D.P Roychoudhury, then principal of Madras School of Arts.  After 

returning to Calcutta, he was working as a freelance artist, also associated 

with Atul Bose in his studio. Along with his friends he started the “Young 

Artist Union”. Ash assisted Atul Bose, who was by that time a prominent 

figure in contemporary art of India, a strict academician in realistic terms, 

had been initiating to found the Academy of Fine Arts. The establishment of 

Academy of Fine Arts was indeed a greater cause that was envisioned to be 
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able to cater the basics of both art and artists. Ash was simultaneously set to 

form the “Artist Rebel Center” with his talented contemporary friends.
8
 

As a young boy, he used to live in Begumpur, in Hooghly district 

which had its share of natural beauty interspersed in the bountiful 

countryside. He lived simply like any other village folk camouflaging with 

nature, feeling sheltered and blessed. His imaginary world revolves around 

Begumpur, tales and myths related to the village extended opportunity for 

his fantasies to take high leap to intrude into the reverie world. Nature gave 

him shelter and insight to see things as they are. His attention was drawn 

towards nature, particularly the ambience of Begumpur. Sandip Sarkar gave 

vivid descriptive account of the surroundings of Begumpur, which not only 

worked as an impetus in all his creations, it also rooted in his entire being as 

if nature had manifested herself in her true admirer. 

“Like Mr. Ash, Begumpur village remains largely unspoilt. The 

surrounding countryside has wide fields, where rice and vegetables are 

grown. In between there are betel-leaf nurseries. There are groves of 

mangoes, numerous bamboo gardens. Saraswati, once a gurgling river, now 

murmurs down the village like a steady stream and lush tropical trees, plants 

and creepers have created many a shady nook and unexpected corner of 

peaceful solitude…………….The grass and trees are as green as ever before 

and the sky expansively as blue as ever before.”
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ABANI SEN, c. 1950 

The stylistic approach of Abani Sen was initially academic naturalism 

or reflection of nature. Especially he was adept in drawing nature. 1944, 



students Federation initiated a printed album. “Bengal painters testimony” to 

aid the famine stricken people.
10 He belong to a period in which the 

materialistic gain as an artist was nominal, but artist only work for their own 

creative urge. Brush was inseparable and indispensable for artist even when 

they face financial or any type of crisis or dilemma. The period when he was 

a part of the group, the European influence was most obviously seen in his 

paintings. Elongated form, over expressive gesture, vigorous brush strokes 

with heightened upsurge of bright contrast colors acting as dominant 

features of his style in this particular period. Influence of cezanne was 

evident in the later phase. He visualized the forms in their respective co-

relation to different plane, the ignorance persisting in Indian art scenario; no 

clear perception of true art; are few factors for a debate.
11  

His supremacy was elsewhere; Abanindranath and pupil Nandalal 

both painted animal and birds adeptly. Abani Sen was no less than the duo. 

Frequent occurrence of animals and birds can be marked from his early stage 

and was later became a trait.  Either it was the phase of academic Naturalism 

or cezannist or cubist phase, group of animal and birds or solitary or isolated 

animal or bird with unique expressive posture were part of his painting, 

sometimes they were in motion; sometimes their movement was suggestive; 

their weird way ward move dominated many of his paintings. The form of 

birds and animals; their rhythmic activity, painterly handling of brush 

elevated his position as an artist transparent and opaque use of water color, 

pastel, oil, pencil, ink all the mediums were exhausted, to create a part of 

forest in his canvas.
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 The medium used are quintessence of his insatiable 

thirst for creation. Apart from the wild world, and with the wild world, he 

composed the man‟s “wild world” – the society. 

 



       

                      RAMKINKAR, UNTITLED, WATER COLOUR C.1950 

Ramkinkar was born in Bankura, in 1923. Though Nandalal was his 

mentor, it is difficult to trace the ideologies and aesthetical approaches of 

Nandalal in Ramkikar „s sculptures. One can trace in his landscapes the 

strings entwined with stylistic approaches of works of Binode Behari 

Mukherjee and Nandalal Bose. His calligraphically lyrical linear mode of 

expression is actually a representation of his easy, swift, uncomplicated 

psyche. Each and every work of Ramkikar significantly Indian in its very 

origin although have a universal appeal. His competence as a sculptor lay in 

the transmutation of Western visual language and Indian regional subjects. 

In the words of K.G Subramaniam “when Ramkinkar sat down with 

his sketchpad before his landscape each common spot underwent change. 

Each little detail came to throbbing life. The modest trees bristled up with a 

primitive vigour, and the foliage took on a new sheen and vivacity. The sky 

played hide and seek with the barren earth now zooming forward with a 

patch of blue, now going into hiding under the veil of grey. The seasonal 

nuances came out with great authenticity. In his company we saw nature in a 

new light.”
13 

  Another gem in this connection of late 20
th

 century was Bikash 

Bhattacharjee whose painting world evolved around the city of Kolkata and 

its suburbs. He seems to have had experienced the soul of the city and the 

experiences and reminiscences associated with him are haunting.
14

 His father 

died in his early childhood. The insecurity and bitter experiences he had 

faced as a child developed his aggression and hatred towards the social evils. 



The darkness of discrimination, injustice, hypocrisy, fear and inability to be 

independent we see in his paintings are deeply rooted in his childhood. He 

grew up as boy with the fire to change the social norms which continuously 

humiliated and curbed the talents in the tender days. 

To some extent he is nearer to the Sur-realist artist Salvador Dali at 

the conceptual level but paradoxically against his opinion that claim a 

painting should be imposed on viewer's mind. More elaborately speaking 

Dali had made his point clear when he said that viewer should see what the 

artist made him see. Viewer should not be allowed to see the painting in his 

own context. But Bhattacharjee had not tried the oppressive quality that is 

predominant in Dali's work. Bhattacharjee believed in communicating in a 

two way process, at the human level. Both Dali and Bhattacharya are 

common with this view that the four boundaries of canvas make the viewer 

stand outside the painting; thus work as an obstacle; hindering them to 

penetrate into the picture. He always solved the problem of how to give 

concrete shape to an extra-sensorial perception. In spite of being highly 

Realistic, and even Surrealistic his themes remain Indian. 

                    

                  BIKASH BHATTACHARJEE Untitled  Oil on canvas  45.7 x 49.6 in 

 

Bikash Bhattacharjee's world is made of photo, cinema, dreams, fantasy 

Kolkata, and incidents of his childhood days. He had taken full advantage of his 

cinematic vision in creating the Doll series. He can be called as an "Artist of fear" 

in the tradition of Doestoeveski and Franz Kafka.
14

 

His "Durga series" fills our heart with great empathy and respect. He 

had visualized Durga even as an unprivileged girl from rural backdrop. He 



only has the power to transform the image of mother in a little child so 

convincingly. Many a times he gave a super natural look so that the 

spectator had an awe inspiring impact on him and was transfixed with 

sudden emotion. His Boy series, Doll series, Totem and the man in swing, 

mark a distinction in Indian contemporary art scenario.
15 

His paintings depict 

the mingled mood of despondency, melancholy, fear satire and fantasy; this 

unique combination mixed with mystery, develop anxiety.  

The changing of one‟s self is an integral part of the culturing of self, 

an individual entity.
16

 A person is known for how he reacts to the problems 

and challenges thrown up by the time and space he existed in. Artist not only 

known for the art he creates but notably the ideas and ideologies in which he 

believe, are more important factors, by which he serves society. Any 

problem be it social, political or individual, artist clear-sightedly perceive 

and straight forwardly state through his creations. As a sensitive being artists 

are agent of changes in norms, rules, regulations. The scenic beauty 

fascinated artists, nature healed their relentless sole. In the lap of Mother 

Nature the artist found peace and inspiration. Nature in their paintings got 

extravagant lustre and briskness. 
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